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Abstract: Climate change and its extreme heat waves affect agricultural productivity worldwide.
In the cultivation of beans, heat stress during the reproductive phase may lead to complete crop
failures, as recently was documented for runner bean (Phaseolus coccineus L.) in Austria. Developing
better adapted varieties utilizing plant genetic resources is of utmost importance in such conditions.
Our study aimed at identifying heat tolerant accessions and developing associated genetic markers
for their application in marker assisted selection. For this, we assessed the genetic and phenotypic
characteristics of 113 runner bean genotypes (101 of Austrian origin) grown in the glasshouse under
heat stress conditions during two years. In particular three accessions showed a higher yield than the
reference variety Bonela under heat stress in both years. The phenotypic data complemented with
genetic data based on 1190 SNPs revealed high performing pure genotypes that may serve as good
candidates to be included in breeding programs. In addition, the genome-wide association analysis
resulted in 18 high quality SNPs that were subsequently used for the calculation of an estimated heat
tolerance using the MassARRAY® system. Overall, our study represents first steps towards breeding
heat tolerant runner bean to withstand global warming.
Keywords: heat stress; Phaseolus coccineus L.; runner bean; plant genetic resources; breeding; GWAS;
genotyping; phenotyping; RADseq; MassARRAY®
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1. Introduction

Publisher’s Note: MDPI stays neutral

Runner bean (Phaseolus coccineus L.) is one out of five domesticated Phaseolus species.
It is considered the economically third-most important bean species worldwide, after
common bean (P. vulgaris L.) and lime bean (P. lunatus L.) [1].
Although 61 runner bean entries are registered in the EU Plant variety database [2],
local varieties and landraces play a major role in some European countries [3–7]. In
Austria, three registered varieties are mainly cultivated, whereby two of them, Bonela
and Melange, were bred in Styria utilizing local landraces. The third, Ober-Wolfsbacher
Feuerbohne, is registered as “developed for growing under particular conditions” and is
sold for growing in home gardens. The diverse and very local breeding and cultivation
history is reflected by 4346 runner bean accessions that are currently being stored in ex situ
collections worldwide [8], whereby 134 accessions are kept in Austria, out of which 122 are
of Austrian origin [9].
In Austria, the consumption of runner bean becomes more popular, and in August 2016,
“Steirische Käferbohne (PDO)” was entered in the register of protected designations of
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origin (PDO) and protected geographical indications (PGI) [10]. “Steirische Käferbohne”
is a denomination for climbing runner bean cultivars with purple-black to brown-beige
speckled seeds (complying with the Austrian varieties Bonela and Melange) that have
been grown locally in Styria since the 19th century. In addition, the cultivated area of
runner bean per year has increased considerably since 2010, from an average of 120 ha from
1995–2009 to an average of 632 ha from 2010–2019 [11]. In recent years, during hot and
dry summers, major crop losses have occurred in the production of runner bean in Styria.
Especially the hot summers of 2003, 2013 and 2015 caused almost a total crop shortfall
resulting in a limited production of 297 kg ha−1 , 130 kg ha−1 and 139 kg ha−1 , respectively,
which is only about a tenth of the usual yield potential of runner bean in intercropping
systems in Austria [11].
It is well known that heat stress is a major bean production constraint causing significant reduction in yield and quality. Shedding of flowers and pods, pollen sterility, and
pod and seed set reduction have been described when the temperature exceeds 32 ◦ C
in common bean [12–15]. Similar effects have been observed in runner bean production
practice. However, breeding for tolerance against the consequences of a changing climate
is complex and requires genetic diversity, either from wild or domesticated species [16].
National and international gene banks and germplasm research centers are valuable sources
for breeders looking for tolerance traits to tackle climate change-related stresses [16,17].
Characterization of plant genetic resources (PGRs) using state-of-the-art genomic and
phenomic methods is needed to exploit this wealth of diversity [18–20].
Next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies are important elements of modern
plant breeding programs but also pivotal to discovering the genetic diversity of PGRs and
selecting genotypes with desired traits [21–23]. With regard to runner bean, studies so far
have mainly focused on the elucidation of the genetic diversity and evolutionary history of
this species, using mostly single sequence repeat (SSR) and inter simple sequence repeat
(ISSR) markers [5,24–26]. No research has been performed so far linking the observed
genetic variability of this species to relevant agronomic traits based on state-of-the-art
methods, as has been performed for the closely related common bean through genomewide association studies (GWAS) [21,27,28]. These examples highlight the importance of
the combination of NGS data with GWAS to characterize genetic markers associated to
(agronomic) traits of relevance, which can be used in selection and breeding programs,
as reviewed in [29]. The downstream application and validation of such markers is often
performed at a smaller scale, e.g., using SNP-based genotyping platforms such as the
MassARRAY® system [30], which has been successfully applied in plants for species
identification and diversity analyses [31] as well as the validation of SNP markers [32].
In this study, the genetic and phenotypic characteristics of runner bean PGRs from the
Austrian gene bank, including selected varieties and breeding lines were assessed under
heat stress conditions in two consecutive glasshouse trials. The aim was to support the
breeding of heat tolerant runner bean varieties by identifying heat tolerant accessions and
developing molecular markers for the evaluation of heat tolerance, since the availability of
adapted varieties is crucially important for sustaining the cultivation of runner bean under
changing climatic conditions.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant Material
In total, 113 runner bean (Phaseolus coccineus L.) genotypes were selected to be included
in this study. The term genotype is used in the following to cover accessions/landraces,
varieties and breeding lines used in this research. Most genotypes (n = 99) were received
from the AGES gene bank, Linz, Austria (www.genbank.at, accessed on 24 February 2022),
with most of them being landraces (Table S1). In addition, seven varieties were obtained
from the Institute of Special Crops, Agricultural Research Center Styria, Wies, Austria, and
three varieties from Naktuinbouw (the Netherlands Inspection Service for Horticulture;
www.naktuinbouw.com, accessed on 24 February 2022), Roelofarendsveen, the Netherlands.
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Two breeding lines were included that were received from the Austrian plant breeding
company Saatzucht Gleisdorf GmbH, Gleisdorf, Austria (www.saatzuchtgleisdorf.at, accessed on 24 February 2022), and two accessions were kindly provided by the Spanish
National Research Council (CSIC; https://www.csic.es/en/csic, accessed on 24 February
2022). Most of the genotypes are of Austrian origin (n = 101), but also genotypes from the
Netherlands (n = 3), Spain (n = 2), Germany, Portugal, Hungary, Italy and China (each
n = 1), and two with unknown origin were included.
2.2. Trial Design
An overview of the trial design is given in Figure 1. Briefly summarized, selected
plant material was phenotyped and genotyped in two trial years, 2018 and 2020. From a
total of 113 genotypes, 80 were characterized both genetically and phenotypically, while
33 genotypes were only genetically characterized (cf. Table S1). While 94 genotypes were
genotyped by sequencing in 2018, 26 were genotyped in 2020 using the MassARRAY® SNP
genotyping platform. Out of these, as indicated by the same color (non-dashed light green),
six accessions in addition to Bonela were genotyped with both methods. A selection of
33 genotypes was phenotyped in 2018, and 64 in 2020, while 17 were phenotyped in both
years. Genotype 88 (Bonela) was the chosen reference in all analyses and years, as it is a
commonly used and well-established Styrian runner bean variety that has been registered
in 1988 [33].

Figure 1. Trial design. The left block describes the material used for geno- and phenotyping in the
two experimental years: In 2018, out of 94 genotypes that were genotyped, 33 were selected for
the glasshouse trial, whereas in 2020, out of 64 genotypes grown in the glasshouse trial, 26 were
genotyped. The right block highlights the methods used for genotyping, RADseq in 2018 and the
MassARRAY® system in 2020, and the phenotyping under heat stress conditions.

2.3. Glasshouse Trials and Phenotyping
Selected runner bean genetic material was used in two individual heat stress glasshouse
trials, 33 genotypes in 2018 and 64 genotypes in 2020 (Figure 1). In the first trial, up to
15 seeds per genotype were selected and sown on 12 March 2018. Eight individuals
from each genotype were selected, transplanted into 8-L Kick/Brauckmann-pots (Stoma,
Germany), and placed in groups per genotype in the glasshouse. Floradur Seed S 0, 5 (Floragard, Germany) was used as substrate (pH value of 5.6, 0.5 g L−1 salt content, 90 mg
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L−1 N-nitrogen, 50 mg L−1 P2 O5 -phosphate, 100 mg L−1 K2 O-potassium). In total, 264 individuals were grown in the glasshouse. Plants were irrigated daily to prevent drought
stress. Pollination of the runner beans was guaranteed by placing a colony of honey bees
(Apis mellifera L.) in the glasshouse.
In 2018, heat stress was applied 55 days after sowing. Temperature in the glasshouse
was gradually increased over a period of three days until a daily maximum temperature
of 35 ◦ C was reached, which was maintained during 11 a.m. until 3 p.m. The heat stress
regime was applied daily over a period of 29 days (cf. Figure S1).
In 2020, some slight alterations were made: Sowing of the seeds was performed on
18 June 2020. Since the 2018 sequencing results had shown that reducing the numbers of
phenotyped individuals did not cause a notable loss of genetic diversity, six individuals
per genotype were selected. Due to a low germination rate, only three individuals of one
Spanish accession (genotype 122) could be selected, leading to a total number of 381 plants
that were placed fully randomized in the glasshouse. As a result of the significantly later
cultivation compared to 2018, temperatures in the glasshouse continuously reached >32 ◦ C
(cf. Figure S2), and no artificial heat stress was applied.
In both trials, the number of flowers and the number of formed pods (length > 5 cm)
on each individual plant were counted three times a week (cf. Figures S1 and S2). In 2020,
the number of mini pods (<5 cm) per individual was additionally documented. Once
matured, all counted pods (>5 cm) were harvested and dried (48 h at 30 ◦ C). All formed
beans were extracted, counted and weighed, while stunted beans were discarded before.
The following phenotypic traits were assessed for each individual and summarized on a
genotype level: Sum of all flowers counted over the course of the trial (Total_NoF), highest
number of flowers observed on one day over the course of the trial (Total_MaxF), final
number of pods (>5 cm) harvested at the end of the trial (Final_NoP), highest number of
pods (>5 cm) observed on one day over the course of the trial (Total_MaxP), total number
of beans harvested at the end of the trial (Total_NoB). The weight of all beans harvested for
all individuals of one genotype was determined (W_B). From this data, the average number
of beans per pod (>5 cm) harvested at the end of the trial (NoB_per_P) and the average
weight per bean harvested at the end of the trial (W_per_B) were calculated. In 2020,
four additional traits were recorded for each genotype: Percentage of individuals of one
genotype that flower (%_F_Ind), final number of mini pods (<5 cm) harvested at the end of
the trial (Final_NoMP), highest number of mini pods (<5 cm) observed on one day over the
course of the trial (<5 cm) (Total_MaxMP) and percentage of individuals of one genotype
that had formed pods (>5 cm) (%_P_Ind).
2.4. Leaf Sampling and DNA Extraction
In both trial years (2018 and 2020, cf. Figure 1), plant material was sampled for DNA
extraction. In case of young plantlets, a leaf was collected, and in case of adult plants, a
young shoot tip including 1–3 leaves was collected per individual. The plant material was
immediately cooled and further frozen to −20 ◦ C.
Genomic DNA was isolated using a protocol adjusted for robotics-based high-throughput
processing based on a cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) method as described
in [34], with ~80 mg of freeze-dried, powdered leaf tissue as input material per sample. The
cleaned DNA pellet was dissolved in 100 µL of double-autoclaved water containing 5 µL of
RNase (10 mg mL−1 ). The extracted DNA was quality checked on a standard agarose gel
and stored at −20 ◦ C until further processing. A backup of the genomic DNA is deposited
at the Repository Centre at the AIT Austrian Institute of Technology (www.dnabank.at,
accessed on 24 February 2022).
2.5. RAD Sequencing and Data Analysis
DNA of 94 chosen genotypes (cf. Figure 1) was sent for library preparation and restriction site-associated DNA sequencing (RADseq) to Floragenex, Inc., Beaverton, Oregon,
USA. Each genotype was represented by eight individuals, except for the genotype 84,
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where sample 84_7 was not included, due to a repeatedly insufficient DNA quality. Overall,
751 samples were processed into RAD libraries similar to the method in [35] by using PstI
as restriction enzyme and ~200 ng of genomic DNA as input.
Each amplified library was size selected (either 200–400 bp or 300–500 bp) through
the gel extraction method using MinElute Gel Extraction Kit (Quiagen) and quantified
with a Qubit fluorometer and run on an Agilent Bioanalyzer with the High Sensitivity kit
to determine size distribution. The average library sizes were as follows: 96-well plate 1:
508 bp, plate 2: 530 bp, plate 3: 534 bp, plate 4: 532 bp, plate 5: 431 bp, plate 6: 442 bp, plate
7: 449 bp and plate 8: 429 bp. The libraries were diluted to 10 nM, and then libraries with
unique i7 indices were pooled. This resulted in two pools, one containing plates 1–4, and
another containing plates 5–8. 1 × 100 bp single end sequencing was performed on the
HighSeq 4000 at the University of Oregon GC3F.
The received already quality-filtered RAD sequencing data were further demultiplexed using fastq-multx [36] and technical replicates were merged. Resulting fastq
files were quality checked using FastQC [37] in combination with MultiQC [38] and
have been made available in NCBI’s SRA database, BioProject ID PRJNA783867. Further data analysis was performed based on the de novo mapping approach using ipyrad
v.0.9.56 [39] with the following amended parameter settings: phred_Qscore_offset = 43,
mindepth_majrule = 5, min_samples_locus = 593 (resembling to 80% of the entire sample
set) and max_Indels_locus = 5.
RAD sequencing resulted in a total number of reads ranging from 244,009 (sample 06_7)
up to 15,778,822 (sample 87_4). Towards the establishment of the final alignment dataset,
the following samples were excluded due to their comparably low number of loci recovered:
26_3, 28_8, 30_3, 36_2, 64_5, 64_6 and 92_1. Further, the samples 12_5, 14_8 and 75_7 did
not pass the ipyrad-specific filtering steps. After this filtering, 741 individuals were kept
with retained loci/sample ranging from 616 (sample 06_7) to 4171 (sample 15_6). Further
read statistics are given in Table S2. Overall, after ipyrad filtering steps, 4175 RAD loci
harboring 29,271 SNPs were retained (Table S3). The final assembly dataset (vcf format)
was translated into a 012-matrix using VCFtools [40] without any filter settings and further
converted into the CSV format using a custom python script. Using the R package adegenet
version 2.1.4 [41], high quality SNPs were selected by filtering for SNPs with less than 20%
missing data and for polymorphism (MAF > 1%). To avoid linkage disequilibrium, one
SNP per RAD tag was selected. The resulting dataset with 1190 SNPs was used for GWAS
as well as for phylogenetic analysis and the calculation of the ancestry matrix.
2.6. Phylogeny and Ancestry Matrix
Calculation of the phylogenetic relationship as well as the ancestry matrix was based
on the filtered RAD dataset containing 1190 SNPs covering 741 individual samples of
94 genotypes (see above). A distance matrix on the genotype level was calculated using
the R package adegenet version 2.1.4 [41], which further was used for a hierarchical cluster
analysis with the function hclust using the ward.D2 method. For visualizing and rooting
the phylogenetic tree the R package ape version 5.5 [42] was used. With the R package
poppr version 2.9.3 [43], a dendrogram with bootstrap support based on Nei’s genetic
distance was calculated on the individual level. Calculation of the ancestry matrix was
performed using the snmf function of the R package LEA version 2.4.0 [44]. The optimal
number of clusters (K) to be represented was estimated through the calculation of the
minimal cross-entropy for K = 1:15, whereby K = 9 was retained.
2.7. Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS)
Association analysis for heat tolerant traits was performed with individuals and
genotypes that were genotyped by RADseq in 2018 and phenotyped in 2018 and/or in 2020
(cf. Figure 1). Three different datasets were used. For GWAS I, data of 260 plants that were
genotyped and phenotyped individually in 2018 were used. The data of the individual
19_5 that only formed stunted, sterile flowers as well as the data of three individuals with
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low quality genotypic data (12_5, 84_7 and 92_1; as described above) were excluded before
the GWAS. In addition, data of 33 accessions that were genotyped and phenotyped in 2018
(trial 2018) as well as 45 genotypes that were genotyped in 2018 and phenotyped in 2020
(trial 2020) were analyzed on the genotype-level (GWAS II). In order to develop a common
genotype for the latter two datasets the most common sequence of the eight individuals
of each genotype was identified. Loci, for which no clear result could be obtained, were
assigned “missing data (NA)”. Phenotypic traits that were included in the analysis are
described above. Based on the 1190 high-quality SNPs, a GWAS was performed for each of
the phenotypic traits individually by latent factor mixed model (lfmm) using the R package
LEA version 3.0.0 [44]. To determine the number of latent factors (K) the sparse nonnegative
matrix factorization (snmf) function and Tracy-Widom test were used. Missing data were
imputed by using the snmf function. Each run was repeated five times using the following
parameters: K = 3, 10,000 iterations and 5000 burnin period. The Benjamini–Hochberg
procedure was applied and returned candidates with an expected false discovery rate (FDR)
of 0.01 [45]. The SNPs that were significantly associated to phenotypic traits in both trial
2018 and trial 2020 were summarized (GWAS II).
2.8. MassARRAY® Design and Genotyping
The candidate SNPs resulting from the GWAS were complemented with a further
10 SNPs that have already been described to be associated to heat stress tolerance in
common bean (cf. Table S4) [27,28]. For their validation and to establish a SNP panel to
estimate the heat tolerance for runner bean, the targeted SNP genotyping approach was
applied using Agena’s MassARRAY® system [30]. The design of the final MassARRAY®
Multiplex Assays was performed in two steps (designs) using Design Suite V2.0 (Agena
Bioscience) according to the manufacturers’ protocol.
Design 1: After extending the RAD tag sequence with the sequence of the best blast hit
using NCBI’s BLASTn, whereby RAD tags with no hit were excluded, the in silico design of
the Multiplex Assays resulted in five plexes of which the first four were chosen for further
genotyping. Plex 1 covered 27 SNPs, plex 2 also contained 27, plex 3 20 and plex 4 covered
ten SNPs. Plex 5 contained only two SNPs (RAD_3146_19 and S1_205075622) and was not
included in the subsequent genotyping.
Design 2: Due to the failure of some SNPs in the genotyping based on Design 1 (no
calls, monomorphic calls, calls in the negative control), 28 selected SNPs were redesigned.
This time, the RAD tag sequence was extended by the best blast hit using BLASTn in
the Phytozome database with the restriction to Fabidae. The subsequent in silico design
comprised three plexes of which the first two with 17 and 9 SNPs, respectively, were chosen.
Plex 3 contained only one SNP (RAD_3281_19) and was omitted. During the in silico
design, the SNP RAD_3773_1 was marked as “rejected” in all Design 2 versions and was
therefore not present in any of the plexes.
The forward, reverse and extend primers were ordered unmodified from SigmaAldrich Handels GmbH (Vienna, Austria) and the dilution and extend primer adjustment
was optimized for each plex following the manufacturer’s instructions. Genotyping was
then performed using 1:5 diluted genomic DNA from 26 genotypes (six individuals per
genotype, minus three which did not germinate, summing up to a total of 153 samples;
cf. Figure 1) where the mass of the extend primer was determined by the MassARRAY®
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer at the AIT Austrian Institute of Technology according to
the manufacturers protocols. The genotype calls were evaluated and, where necessary,
manually adjusted through MassARRAY® TYPER 4.0 software.
2.9. SNP Selection and Calculation of Heat Tolerance
The resulting SNPs were further filtered for polymorphism and the presence of a
favorable allele (FA). Polymorphism was verified by the genetic information of the 153 individuals examined by MassARRAY® . The FA indicated the allele which was beneficial
for pod development under heat stress conditions in both trial years. To determine the
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FA, the Final_NoP of the 33 and 64 genotypes tested in the glasshouse trials in 2018 and
2020, respectively, were evaluated. For each genotype, the most common genotype of all
biological replicates (including the results of the MassARRAY® ) was identified. Boxplots
that compared the phenotypic value of the genotypes carrying the reference allele versus
the alternate allele were generated by the use of the ggplot2 package of R [46]. SNP markers
were identified if the median in the boxplots resulted in a FA that was beneficial for pod
development under heat stress conditions in both trial years. In order to include a sufficient
number of SNPs, also SNPs with a FA that was beneficial for pod development in only
one year were included if the allele was equally important as the unfavorable allele (UFA)
in the second year. Significant differences between groups were calculated by Wilcoxon
rank-sum test with the ggsignif package [47].
The estimated heat tolerance on the genotype level was calculated based on the genetic
information of each individual on the selected 18 SNP markers. Per genotype, both the
number of FAs as well as the number of UFAs were counted. Missing values as well as
alleles that neither were identified as FA nor as UFA were neglected in this calculation. Out
of this, the estimated heat tolerance is represented by the respective ratio of FA to the total
number of alleles given in percent.
3. Results
3.1. Plant Development and Heat Stress Reaction
Formation of flowers and pods on the runner bean plants was observed during both
trials. In 2018, first flowers were counted on individuals 35 days after sowing, while the
cumulative maximum number of flowers were counted 58 days after sowing (Figure S1).
One individual of the genotype 19 only formed stunted, sterile flowers that never developed
into pods. In total, ~96% (n = 254) of all individuals formed flowers over the course of the
glasshouse trials, whereas on ~57% (n = 144) of all individuals pods (>5 cm) were observed.
From all 33 grown genotypes, only one (genotype 89) failed to form any pods on any of its
eight individuals. On average, it took 14 days from the first observation of a flower until
the first observation of a pod (>5 cm).
Due to the later sowing date, plant development in 2020 was more rapid. The first
flowering individual was noted 27 days after sowing, while the cumulative maximum
number of flowers was observed 43 days after sowing (Figure S2). In total, ~83% (n = 315)
of all individuals formed flowers over the course of the trial, while only ~17% (n = 64)
of all individuals formed a pod (>5 cm). Since pods of four individuals were stunted at
harvest time, the final number of individuals that formed harvestable pods was reduced to
~16% (n = 60). In 2020, mini pods (<5 cm) were also counted and documented. Here, ~25%
(n = 94) of individuals displayed the formation of mini pods over the course of the trial.
In both years, a response of the plants to the heat stress conditions in the glasshouse
was observed. In 2018, all genotypes reacted towards the artificially applied heat stress with
shedding of flowers, resulting in a rapidly declining number of counted flowers (Figure S1).
The counted cumulative number of flowers of all individuals declined from a maximum of
1884 flowers (58 days after sowing) to a minimum of 70 flowers (73 days after sowing) after
17 days of heat stress. In contrast, in 2020, due to continuously elevated daily maximum
temperatures, the permanent heat stress condition in the glasshouse led to an overall lower
number of flowering individuals as well as a lower number of flowers per individual
(Figure S2). The maximum cumulative number of flowers was observed 43 days after
sowing where 2197 flowers were counted on all individuals. This decreased to a minimum
of 84 flowers at 76 days after sowing. When the daily maximum temperature started to
drop (around 80 days after sowing, at the beginning of September), the cumulative number
of flowers counted on all individuals started to increase again.
3.2. Phenotypic Diversity
In both heat stress trials, 2018 and 2020, the documented yield parameters varied
greatly between the genotypes. In 2018, the Total_NoB (total number of beans) ranged
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from 0 (genotype 89) to 196 (genotype 67), while the W_B (weight of all beans) ranged from
0 g (genotype 89) to 184.55 g (genotype 82). The W_per_B (average weight per bean) also
displayed a great variability among genotypes, with the minimum being 0.64 g (genotype
97) and the maximum 1.38 g (genotype 87, cf. Table S1). From all 33 grown genotypes, nine
accessions (1, 6, 32, 40, 50, 59, 67, 73 and 82) and one variety (93) developed more beans
under heat stress conditions than the reference variety Bonela (88) (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Final_NoP (final number of pods) and Total_NoB (total number of beans) for each genotype
at the end of the 2018 heat stress trial. Genotypes with a higher Total_NoB in 2018 than the reference
variety Bonela (orange, 88) are colored in purple, while genotypes 32, 67 and 82 that developed more
beans than Bonela in 2018 and 2020 are marked in green (cf. Figure 3).

Figure 3. Final_NoP (final number of pods) and Total_NoB (total number of beans) for each genotype
at the end of the 2020 heat stress trial. Genotypes with a higher Total_NoB than the reference variety
Bonela (orange, 88) in 2020 are colored in purple, while genotypes 32, 67 and 82 that developed more
beans than Bonela in 2018 and 2020 are marked in green (cf. Figure 2).

A similar variability in phenotypic diversity could also be observed in 2020, albeit the
prolonged and continuous heat stress resulted in generally lower overall values for the
assessed yield parameters: Final_NoP (final number of pods) at the end of the trial and
Total_NoB (total number of beans) harvested. In this trial, 27 genotypes failed to grow any
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harvestable beans, while the maximum total number of beans harvested from any genotype
was 29 (genotype 110) (Figure 3). Consequently, the measured W_B was considerably lower
than in the 2018 trial. Here, a maximum value of only 26.76 g (genotype 110) was reached,
which accounts for only about 15% of the maximum yield reached in 2018 (cf. Table S1).
Overall, 19 accessions, one breeding line (124) and three varieties (70, 87 and 92) developed
more beans than the reference variety Bonela (88) under heat stress conditions (Figure 3).
Three accessions (32, 67 and 82) grew more beans in both trials than Bonela. As expected, the
trait Final_NoP correlated well with Total_NoB as can be seen by the Spearman correlation
coefficient of 0.98 across all phenotypic data on genotype level (p < 0.001; Figure S3).
3.3. Phylogenetic Relationship
After the analysis of the RADseq data (cf. Table S2) and respective filtering of the SNP
dataset (see Section 2), the calculation of the phylogenetic relationship on the genotype level
was performed by using the final dataset of one SNP per RAD locus (in total 1190 SNPs)
and the ward.D2 clustering method. Rooted by the outgroup genotype 77, which has
its origin in China, a clustering of the accessions according to their collection site can be
seen, e.g., accessions 71–73 collected in Stadtschlaining and accessions 21–27 from Vogau
(Figure 4, Table S1). In addition, all genotypes of European origin but with a collection site
outside Austria (67–70, 84, 91, 92, 97) are located close together in the upper part of the
tree. With regard to the included varieties, Bonela (88) was located on the same branch
as the varieties Hara (93) and Melange (87); Choco (94), Hellviolette (95) and Aldrian (96)
clustered well together, likely mirroring their breeding history, since all six varieties were
selected/bred out of traditional Styrian landraces. However, clustering according to focal
traits was not observed, as can be seen for Total_NoB: Genotypes performing better than
the reference variety Bonela (88) in the years 2018 or 2020 are highlighted in purple, and
the three genotypes 32, 67 and 82 that produced more beans than Bonela in both trial years
are highlighted in green. The ancestry matrix was calculated with the value K = 9, which
was chosen after evaluation of the minimal cross-entropy (data not shown). Overall, the
ancestry matrix supports the clustering represented by the phylogenetic tree.
To get a deeper insight into the intra- and inter-accession genetic diversity as well as
to identify potential duplicates in the herein analyzed germplasm collection, a dendrogram
on the individual level was calculated (Figure S4). With this methodological approach, we
could identify 22 “pure” genotypes, where all individuals appeared to be exclusively on
one branch, including the accessions 01, 02, 07, 12, 27, 29, 30, 43, 44, 49, 50, 55, 58, 60, 64, 71,
72, 74, 77, 85 and 86, and the variety 92 (Lady Di). All the other genotypes were intermixed
to a greater or lesser extent, often in concordance with their geographical origin or breeding
history (as already described above, cf. Figure 4). For example, the accessions 04 and
05 appeared next to each other on one super-branch, but their individuals are not clearly
separated from each other. Both accessions share the same collection origin in Wolfsberg,
Austria, and are characterized by the same seed color (cf. Table S1). In contrast, examples
of intermixture of two accessions with different collection origins were also identified, e.g.,
06 and 20 (collection site 5 km apart) or 36 and 39 (~25 km apart). Interestingly, with regard
to the varieties, Lady Di (92) is among itself well separated on one branch, but embedded
in the variety Prijswinner (97), which could be explained by their common breeding history
in the Netherlands. Worth mentioning is also the close relationship of the dwarf variety
91 (Hestia, the Netherlands) with the accession 69 (denominated as variety Preisgewinner
originating from the former German Democratic Republic (GDR)) and the dwarf variety
70 (Hammond’s Dwarf Scarlet of unknown origin). Astonishingly, although having the
same name, Prijswinner or Preisgewinner, respectively, the variety 97 and the accession
69 were not characterized by genetic similarity. However, what appeared to be closely
related (on one branch) were some individuals of the varieties Choco (94), Hellviolette (95)
and Aldrian (96) together with Bonela (88), highlighting a breeder’s impact on the genetics
of the plant material (see also above, cf. Figure 4). Actually, Bonela, although a highly used
variety, showed a very high diversity as individuals were widely spread all over the tree.
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Figure 4. Phylogenetic tree and ancestry matrix (based on K = 9) of 94 genotypes (comprising
741 individuals) genotyped in the 2018 trial based on 1190 SNPs. Highlighted (enlarged and colorized
labels) genotypes showed a better value for the trait Total_NoB (total number of beans) compared to
the reference genotype Bonela (88, in orange) either in the year 2018 or 2020 (purple). Genotypes 32,
67 and 82 that were better than Bonela in both years are marked in green. The genotype 77 of Chinese
origin was defined as outgroup and is located at the bottom of the phylogenetic tree.

3.4. Results of Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS)
The association analysis of the genotypes to the different target traits resulted in a total
of 148 SNPs in the 2018 trial (33 genotypes) and 182 SNPs in the 2020 trial (45 genotypes)
based on the significance level p < 0.01 (Table 1, Figure 5). In 2018, the most associations
were found to the trait W_per_B, while in 2020 the trait Total_NoB was associated the
most (Table 1). Sixty-five SNPs were detected considering both trials (GWAS II) with
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22 SNPs consistently associated to the same trait. For example, for W_per_B 13 and for
Total_NoF five significant SNPs were identified in both years. In addition, the GWAS of the
260 individual samples (GWAS I) resulted in seven SNPs significantly associated to three
phenotypic traits: six to Final_NoP, one additionally to Total_NoB and one to W_per_B.
Together with the 65 SNPs that were obtained from GWAS II, those seven SNPs obtained
from GWAS I were further used for marker development, resulting in a total of 72 SNPs
obtained from both GWAS (Figure 5).
Table 1. Number of significant associations obtained by GWAS for the different phenotypic traits
measured for runner bean genotypes under heat stress conditions in two different glasshouse trials in
2018 and 2020. Three traits were measured in relation to flowers, two minipod-traits, three pod-related
traits, and four traits concerning beans. In trial 2018, 33 genotypes were considered for association
analysis, in trial 2020 45 genotypes were considered. GWAS II reflects common associations from
trial 2018 and 2020. In GWAS I 260 plants were considered for association analysis. The summarized
number of associations to gene regions and the according number of associated SNPs (in brackets)
are given in the last row. NA: Not applicable.
Trait Group

Trait-ID
%_F_Ind

Flowers

Total_MaxF
Total_NoF
Final_NoMP

Minipods
Total_MaxMP

%_P_Ind
Pods

Final_NoP
Total_MaxP

NoB_per_P
Total_NoB
Beans
W_B
W_per_B

Trait Explanation
Percentage of individuals of one genotype
that flower
The highest number of flowers observed on
one day over the course of the trial
The sum of all flowers counted over the
course of the trial
The final number of mini pods (<5 cm)
harvested at the end of the trial
The highest number of mini pods (<5 cm)
observed on one day over the course of the
trial
Percentage of individuals of one genotype
that had formed pods (>5 cm)
The final number of pods (>5 cm) harvested
at the end of the trial
The highest number of pods (>5 cm)
observed on one day over the course of the
trial
The average number of beans per pod
(>5 cm) harvested at the end of the trial
The total number of beans harvested at the
end of the trial
The weight of all beans harvested for all
individuals of one genotype
The average weight per bean harvested at
the end of the trial
Total associations (number of SNPs)

Trial 2018

Trial 2020

GWAS II

GWAS I

NA

31

NA

NA

29

18

3

0

27

18

5

0

NA

32

NA

NA

NA

36

NA

NA

NA

45

NA

NA

18

48

3

6

15

48

1

0

20

21

2

NA

20

62

1

1

19

52

1

NA

87

33

13

1

235 (148)

444 (182)

29 (22)

8 (7)

Figure 5. SNPs selection process. Left: The collection of SNPs by GWAS I + II and literature
(cf. Table S4). Right: Subsequent filtering steps during MassARRAY® genotyping.
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3.5. Selection of SNPs
The identified 72 associated SNPs were further complemented with ten SNPs described
in the literature to be associated to heat stress tolerance in common bean (cf. Table S4). In
the next step, the 82 SNPs were filtered for their application with the MassARRAY® system.
In the first step of the selection process, ten RAD sequences were filtered out, because no
similarity to Fabidae was found after blasting (Figure 5). Further 20 SNPs were discarded,
because they had to be excluded in the MassARRAY® design process, including four SNPs
from the literature. In the frame of initial MassARRAY® tests, six SNPs each from the GWAS
analysis and literature were identified to be monomorphic and were thus excluded from
further analysis. From the resulting 40 SNPs, additional 22 SNPs were excluded because no
allele could be identified that was beneficial for pod development in both trial years.
3.6. Characterisation of Selected SNPs
Finally, 18 SNPs were identified that were associated to phenotypic traits under heat
stress conditions and carrying a favorable allele (FA) leading to a higher number of pods
and beans compared to the unfavorable allele (UFA) in both trial years (Figure 5). Resulting
from the BLAST search against Fabidae, the most sequence similarities were found for
genes of common bean, as well as adzuki bean (Vigna angularis var. angularis (Willd.) Ohwi
and H. Ohashi) and cowpea (Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp., Table 2). Only for half of the
SNP loci a functional annotation based on gene ontology (GO) was documented, reaching
from calcium- and zinc-ion binding, protein transport, beta-galactosidase activity to ATP
binding, photosystem II assembly, and defense response to fungus.
16 SNPs originated from GWAS II, while two SNPs originated from the individual
analysis of the 260 plants grown in 2018 (GWAS I, Table 2, Figure 5). Thirteen SNPs were
associated to a different number and kind of phenotypic traits across the two trial years,
but five SNPs were identified to be significantly associated to a minimum of one identical
phenotypic trait as highlighted in bold (Table 2): RAD_414_35, RAD_611_31, RAD_1289_78,
RAD_1534_20 and RAD_2341_68. RAD_414_35 was outstanding, since it was significantly
associated to five identical phenotypic traits in 2018 and 2020.
In our study, alleles with a positive effect on an increased Final_NoP were defined
as FAs, whereas those that resulted in a decrease in Final_NoP were defined as UFAs
(Figures S5–S22). Among the FAs, RAD_414_35, RAD_1199_80 and RAD_1534_20 exhibited
significantly higher numbers of pods compared with the UFAs in at least one year of the
trials (Figure 6). For example, genotypes harboring the FA of RAD_1534_20 developed on
average 2.58 pods in 2020, while genotypes with the UFA developed only 0.7 pods.
3.7. Estimation of Heat Tolerance
Based on the cumulated number of FAs that were present on those 18 SNP markers, the
estimated heat tolerance for each genotype was calculated. Across all 113 genotypes that
were genotyped by RADseq and/or MassARRAY® , the estimated heat tolerance ranged
from a minimum of 27% to a maximum of 81%, with a mean of 53%. In 2018, the average
heat tolerance across all 33 phenotyped genotypes was 54%, and the average number of
beans was 40 (Figure 7a). Most of the genotypes with an above-average number of pods
also had an above-average estimated heat tolerance. The same trend can be seen for the
64 genotypes analyzed in the 2020 trials, where the average number of beans was three and
the estimated average heat tolerance 54% (Figure 7b). The reference variety Bonela (88) had
an average estimated heat tolerance of 56%, however, in 2018 a slight above-average, but in
2020 a below-average number of beans. The accessions 67, 32 and 82 yielded above average
in both years. They had an estimated heat tolerance of 62%, 63% and 81%, respectively. The
accessions 110 and 102 were only observed in 2020, where they showed a particularly high
yield. Their heat tolerance was estimated to be 60% and 75%, respectively. Thirty-three
accessions were not phenotyped in the glasshouse trials, more than half of them (n = 17)
had an estimated heat tolerance of more than 53%, seven with >60% (cf. Table S1).
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Table 2. Details of the final 18 SNPs associated to heat stress either from GWAS I or GWAS II. The associated traits are depicted for both years, 2018 and 2019,
whereby traits that were associated in both years are highlighted in bold. For each SNP the two possible alleles are given, whereby the favorable allele (FA) is
mentioned first. Further, each SNP is characterized by the best BLAST hit, by the protein that is encoded by the sequence, and finally by the molecular and biological
function annotation by Uniprot. The explanation of the abbreviation of each trait is given in Table 1. NA: Not applicable.
SNP

GWAS

Associated Traits 2018

Associated Traits 2020

Alleles

BLAST

RAD_220_83

II

W_per_B

%_P_Ind, Final_NoP,
Total_MaxP, NoB_per_P,
Total_NoB, W_B

C/G

Vigna angularis var.
angularis DNA,
chromosome 10, Range 1:
3,212,827 to 3,212,913

RAD_414_35

II

Final_NoP, Total_MaxP,
NoB_per_P, Total_NoB,
W_B

%_P_Ind, Final_NoP,
Total_MaxP,
NoB_per_P, Total_NoB,
W_B

C/G

PHAVU_001G030000g

RAD_611_31

II

W_per_B

W_per_B

T/C

PHAVU_005G108600g

RAD_1199_80

II

NoB_per_P

%_F_Ind

T/A

PHAVU_008G292100g

Protein

Molecular Function

Biological Function

aspartyl-tRNA
synthetase

aspartate-tRNA
ligase activity; ATP
binding; DNA
binding

aspartyl-tRNA
aminoacylation

uncharacterized
protein
uncharacterized
protein

II

Total_NoF, NoB_per_P,
W_per_B

W_per_B

A/C

RAD_1340_7

II

NoB_per_P

Total_MaxMP, Final_NoP,
Total_MaxP, Total_NoB

A/G

W_per_B

Final_NoMP,
Total_MaxMP

A/C

PHAVU_009G248400g

uncharacterized
protein

T/A

PHAVU_007G000900g

Exocyst subunit
Exo70 family protein

T/A

Vigna unguiculata cultivar
Xiabao 2 chromosome
Vu11, Range 1:
4,515,333 to 4,515,417

II

RAD_1534_20

II

Total_MaxF, W_per_B

%_F_Ind, Total_MaxF,
Total_NoF, Final_NoMP,
Total_MaxMP, %_P_Ind,
Final_NoP, Total_MaxP,
NoB_per_P, Total_NoB,
W_B, W_per_B

RAD_2111_42

II

Total_NoF

%_F_Ind

calcium ion binding

Vigna unguiculata cultivar
Xiabao 2 chromosome
Vu03, Range 1:
70,689,604 to 70,689,680
Vigna unguiculata cultivar
Xiabao 2 chromosome
Vu04, Range 1:
7,129,018 to 7,129,088

RAD_1289_78

RAD_1525_41

photosystem II
assembly

ATPase-coupled
transmembrane
transporter activity;
ATP binding

exocytosis; protein
transport
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Table 2. Cont.
SNP

GWAS

Associated Traits 2018

Associated Traits 2020

Alleles

BLAST

Protein

Molecular Function

Biological Function

RAD_2341_68

II

Total_MaxF, Total_NoF,
Final_NoP, W_B

%_F_Ind, Total_MaxF,
Total_NoF, Final_NoP

C/T

PHAVU_010G032700g

protein transport
protein SEC23

zinc ion binding

COPII-coated vesicle
budding;
intracellular protein
transport

T/C

Vigna angularis var.
angularis DNA,
chromosome 8, Range 1:
13,616,071 to 13,616,149
beta-galactosidase

beta-galactosidase
activity;
carbohydrate
binding

carbohydrate
metabolic process

RAD_2589_39

II

W_per_B

Final_NoMP

C/T

RAD_3146_19

II

NoB_per_P, W_per_B

Total_MaxF, Total_NoF,
Total_MaxMP

RAD_3232_18

II

W_per_B

%_P_Ind, Final_NoP,
Total_MaxP

T/C

RAD_3235_24

II

W_B

Final_NoMP,
Total_MaxMP

T/C

RAD_3342_71

II

Total_MaxF, Total_NoF

%_F_Ind

G/T

RAD_3432_30

I

W_per_B

NA

A/G

RAD_3517_34

I

Final_NoP

NA

C/T

PHAVU_001G190500g

RAD_4014_50

II

W_per_B

%_F_Ind

G/C

PHAVU_002G205700g

PHAVU_003G137000g
Vigna unguiculata cultivar
Xiabao 2 chromosome
LG9, Range 1:
25,868,642 to 25,868,730
Vigna unguiculata
vacuolar protein
sorting-associated
protein 54, chloroplastic
(LOC114163195)
Vigna unguiculata cultivar
Xiabao 2 chromosome
Vu03, Range 1:
80,449,805 to 80,449,873
Vigna angularis var.
angularis DNA,
chromosome 8, Range 1:
14,570,377 to 14,570,462

vacuolar protein
sorting-associated
protein 54

endocytic recycling;
retrograde transport,
endosome to Golgi

uncharacterized
protein
uncharacterized
protein

defense response
to fungus
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that were genotyped by RADseq and/or MassARRAY®, the estimated heat tolerance
ranged from a minimum of 27% to a maximum of 81%, with a mean of 53%. In 2018, the
average heat tolerance across all 33 phenotyped genotypes was 54%, and the average
number of beans was 40 (Figure 7a). Most of the genotypes with an above-average number
of pods also had an above-average estimated heat tolerance. The same trend can be seen
for the 64 genotypes analyzed in the 2020 trials, where the average number of beans was
three and the estimated average heat tolerance 54% (Figure 7b). The reference variety
Bonela (88) had an average estimated heat tolerance of 56%, however, in 2018 a slight
above-average, but in 2020 a below-average number of beans. The accessions 67, 32 and
82 yielded above average in both years. They had an estimated heat tolerance of 62%, 63%
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Discussion
genotypes 32, 674.and
82 that developed more beans than Bonela in both years are marked in green.
The globally experienced detrimental consequences of the climate crisis to agricultural productivity make it necessary to develop varieties that are better adapted to the
changing climatic conditions [17]. The negative effects of heat stress have been comprehensively described for common bean [12–15]. Our observations revealed similar reactions in runner bean when the temperature exceeded 32 °C, in particular flower shedding
(cf. Figures S1 and S2). As this phenomenon causes major yield losses in hot summers,
farmers need better adapted varieties that produce stable yields even under elevated tem-
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4. Discussion
The globally experienced detrimental consequences of the climate crisis to agricultural productivity make it necessary to develop varieties that are better adapted to the
changing climatic conditions [17]. The negative effects of heat stress have been comprehensively described for common bean [12–15]. Our observations revealed similar reactions in runner bean when the temperature exceeded 32 ◦ C, in particular flower shedding
(cf. Figures S1 and S2). As this phenomenon causes major yield losses in hot summers, farmers
need better adapted varieties that produce stable yields even under elevated temperatures.
4.1. Genetic Diversity Analysis for Gene Bank Management and Breeding
Plant genetic resources (PGRs) can contribute to tackle climate crisis-related challenges [30]. Effective incorporation of PGRs into plant breeding programs, however,
requires that they are characterized, described and maintained using state-of-the-art methods [32,33]. Due to their high phenotypic and genetic variability, they may be used to
develop better adapted varieties and contribute to the development of markers by linking
loci to important traits in genome-wide association studies (GWAS). Gene banks have the
long-term mission of preserving PGRs and making them available for potential users and
complementing the usual phenotypic descriptions with new sequencing data significantly
improves the service offered [23]. The analysis of gene bank material by molecular methods helps gene bank managers to detect duplicates and users to efficiently select suitable
PGRs. Local varieties and landraces of runner bean play a major role in production and in
breeding programs [3–7].
The geographic origin (collection site) of the analyzed Austrian PGRs seemed to be a
major causative factor for their relatedness (Figure 4 and Figure S4), exemplified by the
landraces from Vogau (genotypes 21–27) and from Stadtschlaining (genotypes 71–73). With
regard to the analyzed varieties, the observed close relationships can be explained by a
similar breeding origin. For example, Bonela and Hara (88 and 93) were bred by Saatzucht
Gleisdorf GmbH through selection and crossing of Styrian landraces [48,49]. Similarly,
Hammond’s Dwarf Scarlet (70) and accession 69 (denominated as variety Preisgewinner)
are closely related, and indeed Hammond’s Dwarf Scarlet is based on a selection of a variety
denominated as Exhibition Prizewinner in 1958 [50]. Interestingly, the genetic analysis
revealed that two genotypes 69 and 97, denominated as Preisgewinner and Prijswinner,
respectively, were not genetically similar. Accession 69 was obtained by the AGES gene
bank from IPK Gatersleben in 1985 and originated from the Montreal Botanical Garden,
Canada [9]. Genotype 97, however, is a reference sample of the variety Prijswinner that
was obtained from Naktuinbouw in the course of this study, together with seed samples of
other varieties. As a cross-pollinator with a relatively high outcrossing rate ranging from
24 to 44%, it is possible that runner bean genotypes may genetically change over time [51],
which might also have happened in case of accession 69.
Our results highlight the importance of genotyping more than one individual per
genotype. The mapping of the intra- and inter-genotypic diversity within PGRs and
the phylogenetic relationships on the individual level provide valuable information with
relevance for gene bank managers as well as breeders. Especially those genotypes where
seven to eight individuals clustered together on one branch can be classified as pure
lines and may be used for breeding synthetic varieties. For the purpose of breeding
“Steirische Käferbohne” our analysis highlighted genotype 82 that is characterized by a high
estimated heat tolerance, good clustering of seven (out of eight) genotyped individuals and
beans phenotypically complying with the relevant specifications (Figure S23). Intermixed
genotypes and sub-clusters of varying sizes and locations on the tree can be explained by
the outcrossing nature of runner bean [51], but may also reflect the impact of the gene bank
manager. For example, we detected intermixture between the accessions 04 and 05, which
share the same collection origin and are characterized by the same seed color (cf. Table S1).
However, besides a fitting interpretation of the term “duplication” [52,53] and the review
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of all available information [23], an additional evaluation in the field may be considered,
eventually supported by a re-genotyping.
4.2. Challenges of Breeding Heat Stress-Tolerant Runner Bean
In general, runner bean is very difficult to manage for breeding purposes. For line
development or propagation, isolated field sites or separate cages with pollinators for each
genotype are required to prevent unwanted gene flow between populations, as runner bean
is an outcrossing species that has a mixed mating system with relatively high outcrossing
rates [51]. Endeavors to monitor abiotic stress tolerance are difficult as the environmental
conditions need to be appropriate to expose the plants to heat stress and the monitoring
of heat tolerance traits such as flower or pod shedding is highly labor intensive and
costly. Consequently, glasshouse trials are necessary when assessing abiotic stress reactions.
However, runner bean plants exhibit indeterminate growth, and thus need sufficient space
and care when grown in the glasshouse. Contrasting with the mainly autogamous common
bean, runner bean flowers require an animal visit (mainly honey bees and bumblebees)
for pollination [54]. Here, honey bee colonies were placed in the glasshouses to ensure
pollination services, requiring the avoidance of harmful substances in disease and pest
management. Our observations highlighted how strongly heat impacts runner bean. The
different cultivation dates in the two trial years resulted in different heat stress conditions
at different developmental stages of the plants. While the plants in 2018 experienced
temperatures mainly between 20–27 ◦ C in the first 30 days after sowing, the temperatures
were clearly higher in 2020, ranging between 25–37 ◦ C (cf. Figures S1 and S2). The more
severe stress conditions in 2020 resulted in significantly different development of flowers,
pods and beans (Figures 2 and 3).
4.3. Molecular Markers for Runner Bean Breeding
In contrast to common bean, abiotic stress tolerance in runner bean has not been
addressed to date, except for the impact of low temperature during germination and
seedling development [3], and present genotypic data have been mostly used to analyze
diversity patterns and to describe potential domestication routes of runner bean [4,25,26].
We identified heat tolerance-associated molecular markers to develop an easy-to-use SNP
panel for calculating an estimated heat tolerance in runner bean material. These markers
can be used for further studies, and, upon validation, for breeding purposes and selection
of desirable traits. In this way, the number of progeny processed in subsequent years after
crossbreeding can be reduced at an early stage and in a targeted manner.
Among the current low-to-medium throughput SNP-based genotyping technologies
the MassARRAY® system [30] proved to be well suited for our study. Out of initially
82 SNPs, 18 high quality SNPs remained after diverse filtering steps and after their validation on the basis of 26 genotypes (genotyping 2020, Figure 5). In addition, the tested heat
stress-related SNPs from common bean (Table S4) had to be filtered due to monomorphism
in runner bean. Such a drop in the final number of SNPs is common [32].
Nine of the 18 loci could be assigned to a functional characterization based on gene
ontology (GO). Interestingly, one marker was flanked by the gene PHAVU_008G292100g,
described to have a calcium-binding function. Calcium has been shown to play a role in the
protection against heat stress damage in various plants [55–58], and is also suggested to
mitigate heat stress effects in common bean [59]. The relevance of calcium-binding proteins
regarding heat stress tolerance is supported by a study that found a calcium-binding protein
enhancing heat stress tolerance in rice [60]. Another marker was flanked by a gene coding
for aspartyl-tRNA synthetase (AspRS), which is involved in the activation of abiotic stressspecific defense mechanisms [61]. This gene region was also identified in a previous study
flanking a SNP marker associated to heat tolerance in common bean, cf. Table S5 in [27].
Just recently, genes encoding AspRS have been shown to be upregulated upon drought,
salt and heavy metal stress [62], which implies that AspRS might play a role in heat stress
tolerance as well. Heat stress has been described to cause inhibition of photosystem II
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(PSII) activity in many plant species (e.g., [63–65]). Thus, it is not surprising, that one
of the identified SNPs is located in a gene encoding for a photosystem PSII biogenesis
protein. Finally, one SNP is located in SEC23, a gene shown to be upregulated upon heat
stress to activate vesicle trafficking between the Golgi and the endoplasmatic reticulum in
spinach [66]. However, whether these genes play a major role in conferring heat tolerance
in runner bean needs further proof through functional characterization.
4.4. Towards Heat Tolerant Runner Bean Varieties
The runner bean varieties on the Austrian market were observed to be heat sensitive,
therefore developing or finding heat tolerant varieties is an important part of a long-term
strategy to increase productivity and yield security. Heat tolerant PGRs are an important
source of this trait. Indeed, in our trials 23 accessions and one breeding line but none of
the eleven varieties had an estimated heat tolerance of more than 60%. Only two varieties
developed a considerable number of beans under heat stress conditions, however, only
in one trial year: Hammond’s Dwarf Scarlet (70) in 2020, which had not been included
in 2018, and Hara (93) in 2018, but not in 2020 (Figures 2 and 3). In addition, the varieties
Melange (87) and Lady Di (92) developed slightly more beans than Bonela in one of the
trial years, but this was not observed in the second year.
We identified three accessions that developed more beans under heat stress conditions
than the reference variety Bonela in both trial years: The accession 32, collected in Klausen
in the southeast of Austria, accession 67, collected in Santuario Madonna di Polsi, Calabria,
Italy, and accession 82 collected in Burgenland, Austria (Table S1 and Figure S23). Applying
the herein developed SNP panel, an estimated heat tolerance of >60% was calculated for
all three accessions. In fact, accession 82 showed the highest estimated heat tolerance of
all genotypes studied, with a calculated value of 81%—reflecting a landrace that seems to
be well adapted to the dry and hot summers of eastern Austria, which is influenced by
the continental climate of the adjacent Pannonian region. In addition, accession 102 collected from Podgoria, Austria, which is close to the Italian border, and accession 110 from
Budapest, Hungary, produced a particularly large number of beans under heat stress in
2020. Due to their high estimated heat tolerance of more than 60%, a constant mediumto-high yield under heat stress can be assumed but remains to be verified. It will also
be important to see whether these genotypes produce high yields in field conditions, in
particular in hot and dry summers. Promising accessions can be used as crossing partners
for the development of heat tolerant runner bean lines. When the seeds do not fulfill the
specifications of “Steirische Käferbohne”, additional effort has to be invested to fulfill those
criteria at the end of the breeding process. Segregating material must either be developed
into homozygous lines by manual selfing, or individual plants must be grown in isolation
in the presence of pollinating insects, both of which are very labor intensive. However, as
the third-most economically important Phaseolus species worldwide [1] with increasing
acreage, e.g., in Austria [11], runner bean deserves its own breeding programs.
5. Conclusions
In summary, in correspondence with general cultivation practice, the standard bean
varieties in Austria, Bonela (88) and Melange (87), gave poor yields under heat stress
conditions. A proper phenotypic and genetic characterization of PGRs stored ex situ as well
as the identification of phenotype–genotype associations are crucial steps towards breeding
more tolerant varieties that are able to withstand upcoming climatic extremes. From the
113 runner bean genotypes that were assessed in this study, 24 accessions obtained from
the Austrian gene bank were found to be more heat tolerant than the commonly cultivated
variety Bonela. In particular, three accessions emerged that showed high yield under
heat stress conditions in both years. Inter- and intra-genetic diversity of the runner bean
genotypes were studied by the next generation sequencing (NGS) method RADseq, a
cost-effective method that was able to deliver 29,271 SNPs. The representation of the
phylogenetic relationship based on a selection of 1190 SNPs provides a valuable knowledge
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base for both, gene bank managers and breeders, as putative duplicates but also pure
lines were identified. Especially the latter are of high importance as such genotypes can
be integrated in breeding of (synthetic) varieties characterized by traits of interest. The
combination of the geno- and phenotype in the association analysis resulted in 18 high
quality SNPs applicable as markers for the prediction of heat tolerance. In our analysis,
genotypes with an estimated heat tolerance of >60% were likely to have higher yield under
heat stress conditions.
The results of our study represent the first steps towards breeding heat tolerant runner
bean, a necessity given the changing climate. For this purpose, not only the herein identified
heat tolerant accessions can be used as crossing partners, but also the 18 SNP markers can
be applied to predict heat tolerance after crossing trials. These findings can speed up the
development of new runner bean lines and make it less labor intensive than it would be
possible with purely conventional breeding methods.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
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2020, Figure S3: Correlation, Figure S4: Individual Dendrogram, Figures S5–S22: Boxplots of the
selected 18 SNPs. Significant differences between groups were calculated by Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
** = p < 0.01, * = p < 0.05, NS = p > 0.05, Figure S23: Phenotypes of heat tolerant accessions,
Table S1: Genotypes, Table S2: RADseq Data Analysis, Table S3: RemovedRetainedLoci,
Table S4: Literature SNPs.
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